Union and Dining Committee Meeting Minutes
Tuesday, February 5, 2008
5:00 pm
Vista Conference Room
Attendance: Crystal Jushka, Rick Warpinski, Nick Vlies, Tim Kroll, Sheila Schroeder, Daniel Repka,

I. Information/Discussion items
   a. Goals for the Semester
      i. The committee discussed what needed to be accomplished for sure this semester and those that we wanted to accomplish. They came up with a priority list of what to tackle and this is what they came up with:
         1. Hours of Operation
         2. Dining Menu and Pricing
         3. Dining Contract
         4. Naming of the Union and rooms within
         5. Posting Policy
   b. Table Tent Policy
      i. Crystal wanted to look over the language for the table tent policy that was revised. The end of the policy that was not touched seemed to not make sense when put with the first part that had been changed. The committee decided that some language needed to be tightened up and the policy should be more specific. Crystal is going to rewrite the policy and bring it to committee next time for everyone to vote on. The committee will then present the final resolution to senate, but not for senate to vote on since they already did so.

II. Action Items
   a. There were no action items.

III. Open Discussion for Ideas/Concerns
   a. Tim asked if Sodexho was making any attempts with working with local growers. Rick and Crystal explained that it is difficult to do so because of the seasons and some of the growers may not be approved vendors.
   b. All you can eat brunch was brought up. Everyone would like to see it come back. Rick is taking it into consideration and looking into it.
   c. It was also brought up that things in the Corner Store are much more expensive than products at nearby gas stations.
   d. Rick gave a short project update. The project is contracted to be done on April 19th. The AIC and OSL are almost complete. The bookstore is close to being done, putting the flooring in will take awhile. The Credit Union just went out to bid. The front side of the salad bar will
soon be serving made to order salads. Ultimate Baja and Fraschetta’s will not be ready for awhile because the bid came in too high. The area was redesigned and sent out to bid again. It then came in much lower. Rick said he would also like to give the group a tour of construction.

Adjourned at 6:05 pm